African Safari

Planning Considerations –
How much? Hunting North American ‘trophy’ elk, mule deer, goats or whitetails range from $618K for one animal. For that cost, you’ll hunt private lands and needn’t draw a tag to shoot the
trophy sought. In comparison, one can hunt 7-12 days in South Africa for five or six trophies and,
including the daily rate for one hunter and one observer, expect to spend $9-11K… a bargain, any
way you cut it. You cannot bring the meat home, although you will dine on some of everything
you shoot; however, the horns and skins may be imported into the U.S. for taxidermy or other
purposes.
An important consideration when planning and budgeting for your safari is package deal or ala
carte? If lowest cost is your goal, a package deal is probably what you’re after. The downside of
package hunts is they involve only specific game, changes or substitutions are generally not
allowed, and the PH/Outfitter’s focus is on checking the box, not necessarily getting the best
trophy. If flexibility and trophy quality are your focus, ala carte is the way to go. You can then
decrease, increase or change your ‘bag’ as hunting fortunes, expectations, and budget dictate.
Where to? After reading numerous books, magazines, and websites about hunting in Africa, two
countries stood out for the first-time hunter – South Africa and Namibia. On further reading, and
after speaking with hunters who’d actually been on one or more African hunting safaris, I came to
the conclusion that South Africa offered the best bang for the buck and, within South Africa, the
Eastern Cape appeared to offer the widest variety of game and terrain at the best prices.
Ultimately, I chose Eastcape & Karoo Safaris after viewing more than a dozen South African
websites and comparing Eastcape & Karoo’s website and hunter’s comments to other safari
outfitters within South Africa and Eastern Cape. Photos don’t lie and references spoke highly of
their PHs and overall hunting experience.




Eastcape & Karoo Safaris is owned by Professional Hunter (PH) partners Dale
Cunningham and Ashley Hobson. Ashley was my PH on safari and Muntu was our
Tracker/Skinner.
Website: http://hunteasterncape.com/page/huntingsafaris_south_africa
Hunting with Eastcape & Karoo Safaris entails air transfer from Johannesburg to Port
Elizabeth.
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Domestically, only South African Airlines (SSA) will transport firearms, with
ammunition checked as a separate item involving an additional baggage fee.
Safaris are based from first-class lodges in Eastern Cape and Karoo, with easy access
to hunting areas offering varying terrain, vegetation, and game.
Eastern Cape & Karoo are malaria-free areas
Salt & fresh water sport fishing is available and on offer
African Arts & Crafts are available and reasonably priced in Port Elizabeth

How long? The answer to that question will be driven by trophies sought, number of areas
hunted, non-hunting activities desired, and budget. Have reserve funds on hand, should a record
trophy shot present itself. If you find yourself wanting to take a shot at something not previously
on your wish list and don’t have the money with you to cover the trophy fee, discuss this with
your PH before taking the shot. In most cases, assuming you’ve been honest and are considered a
good client, they’ll work with you. But it’s considered very bad form to shoot what you’re not
prepared to pay for at the conclusion of the hunt, withholding that information until after the fact.
Size matters! Trophy fees vary among Outfitters and areas hunted. Trophy fees for Greater
Southern Kudu are often significantly higher than for Cape Kudu, although the Cape Kudu is only
about 10% smaller. When hunting Cape Buffalo, trophy fees are usually related to horn spread,
not the animal’s body size or weight. Plan a minimum of seven hunting days, with 10-14 days
better suited to seeing and doing more, as well as reducing the pressure of taking a shot. You’re
on the game’s turf and schedule; they’re not on yours. Besides, you’re on vacation in Africa and
may not come this way again so enjoy yourself… make it count!
Generally speaking, plan a daily rate of about $450/day for one hunter and $250/day for an
observer. The daily rate covers lodging, food and beverages (alcoholic & non-alcoholic), laundry,
transportation, and the services of your PH and Tracker/Skinners. The only additional costs are
trophy fees, paid to the PH/Outfitter at the conclusion of the safari; and associated trophy
preparation/preservation and mounting costs, paid separately to the taxidermist.
For the vast majority of Professional Hunters it’s not just their livelihood, it’s their passion and
may also be their family-owned business. They are, with rare exception, competent and highly
experienced hunters who are guides to what, for many, will be the adventure of a lifetime. They
are there to help you take the shot, keep you out of trouble and will, if necessary and previously
agreed upon, make the shot that saves you the expense of losing a wounded animal. In extreme
cases involving dangerous game or recovering a wounded Bushbuck in thick cover, they may
make the shot that saves your life. In most cases they want to help you get the best trophy
possible. It makes for good hunting and good business – everyone wins. The PH is definitely not
a servant and, like the captain of a ship, they call the shots… literally and figuratively!
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Paper Chase –
Firearms and other valuables may be subject to Customs Duty on re-entry into the U.S. unless you
can prove they were your property prior to their temporary exportation and re-importation. The
form used to document ownership is Customs & Border Protection (CBP) Form 4457
(http://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/documents/CBP%20Form%204457_0.pdf). This form is
also required to establish ownership of your firearms and must accompany your application for
SAPS Temporary Importation documentation. CBP Form 4457 is available and can be filled-out
online, then printed and taken to the nearest CBP offices, along with your firearms and highdollar valuables – foreign manufactured cameras, electronics, optics, etc. – where a CBP Officer
will verify serial numbers, sign and date-stamp the form, and return it to you. Don’t lose it!
You can usually find a CBP office at International Airports. Some larger cities will have an
office downtown but they often have entry security measures, and firearms may be a showstopper. You may want to call ahead to make an appointment before physically taking your
articles (except ammunition) to the CBP office so an officer can complete your paperwork.
Segregate and list firearms on a separate form. A notarized copy of this form, along with a copy
of your Outfitter’s invitation letter, must accompany your SAPS Temporary Firearms Importation
application.
Keep a notarized color copy (with the red CBT date-stamp and signatures [in blue ink] clearly
evident) of the CBP Form 4457 in your lockable firearms container, as well as at least one copy
(and the original) with travel documents in your hand-carry bags. Send PDF copies of all
associated safari documents to your e-mail; available as online back-ups should your travel
documents be lost for any reason.

Travel Reservations –
Once you’ve decided on an Outfitter, defined your expectations in terms of safari duration and
trophies, you’ll receive an estimate from the Outfitter in the body of an e-mail or as an
attachment. When you’re in agreement on the What, Where, and When of your safari, a deposit
(usually 50% of the total daily rate) is required to confirm your reservation. Deposits are
generally not refundable; however, the Outfitter/PH may allow the hunter to apply the deposit
toward a later safari, with costs and fees in effect at that time. After your safari is confirmed, the
Outfitter will provide the invitation letter necessary for importation of firearms into South Africa.
Many hunters and safari websites advocate the use of travel agents experienced with African
hunting safaris and international firearms travel restrictions. If traveling with firearms, I’d avoid
flights through Europe; especially Holland and Germany. As an experienced international
traveler, I made my own reservations with Delta Airlines for the direct flight from Atlanta to
Johannesburg; and Expedia.com for the flight from Jo’burg to Port Elizabeth. For those lacking
experience or concerned about travel with firearms, accommodations or other issues, a travel
agent familiar with Africa is the best bet, and they are your point of contact if travel issues arise.
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Transiting Johannesburg –
Onward flight from Johannesburg to Port Elizabeth (PE) is probably not practical on the day of
arrival into South Africa. Plan to spend the night in Johannesburg, leaving mid-morning the
following day, flying South African Airlines and arriving PE about noontime. Avoid booking
your onward flight with SAA’s ‘Express’ affiliate as this may result in problems and additional
fees if schedule changes occur, even if you didn’t ask for or desire the changes.
I recommend Afton House (https://acomsa.co.za/johannesburg/afton-guest-house/) for the
overnight stay in Johannesburg, as well as your Meet & Greet and shuttle service from/to the
airport, and firearms clearance with the South African Police Service (SAPS). The cost of my
room was $70… bargain-priced accommodations for safe & secure lodging and a superb
breakfast. I was met by “Mr. X” when I exited the baggage claim/customs hall, and he quickly
walked me through the firearms claiming and SAPS registration process. I paid $100 for this
service (Professional Hunters Association of South Africa (PHASA) charges $150) and it saved
me considerable time and hassle at the end of a long journey. I forwarded my completed SAPS
pre-registration form and other required documents to Annelise Bekkar, the owner of Afton Guest
House, and paid the fee after I arrived. Annelise provided a fillable PDF form and example of
how to complete the application. Mr. X did the leg work, I had confirmation months in advance
that my paperwork was pre-approved, and it was the best one hundred bucks I ever spent. I
tipped him at the airport for taking care of the details and getting me to the head of the line on
more than one occasion. He also met me on return from PE and once again shepherded me
through the processes associated with transporting firearms, clearing SAPS, and check-in. Afton
Guest House contact information:





Telephone:
Telephone:
Cell phone:
E-mail:

+27-11-391-7625 / 4393
+27-11-972-5259
+27-83-444-4432
aftongh@netactive.co.za

If applying for SAPS pre-registration of firearms and ammunition, Afton House will need PDF
copies of the following documents:






CBP Form 4457 (completed, signed/stamped by CBP official and notarized)
U.S. Passport ID Page (notarized)
SAPS Form 520 (completed & signed on page 6 in two places)
Outfitter’s Invitation Letter
Airline Travel Itinerary

Rifles & Ammunition –
Hunters are limited to a maximum of three rifles; no two of which can be the same caliber. Note
that for SAPS purposes, a 7mm Rem. Mag. and 7mm-08 are not considered the same caliber.
Much has been written about the ‘toughness’ of African game and need for larger calibers and
heavy-for-caliber bullets. While firsthand experience with Wildebeest and Gemsbok (Oryx)
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supports the ‘toughness’ claim, good shot placement with any .26 – .30 caliber rifle will get the
job done out to 250 yards on anything smaller than Eland. The choice of a magnum caliber such
as the 7mm Rem Mag or .300 Win Mag, with their higher velocities and flatter trajectories, will
handle virtually any plains game at ranges out to 400 yards, provided the hunter is using good
180gr bullets such as Barnes TTSX, Nosler Trophy Bonded, Sierra Game King, Winchester
Ballistic Silvertip / AccuBond CT, or Hornady’s Superformance DGX or SST bullets in 165gr or
180gr. Based on personal experience with African game, I’d lean toward the TTSX or Trophy
Bonded bullets for Kudu, but I’d go with a polymer-tipped lead core bullet such as the SST, with
its faster and greater expansion characteristics, for anything smaller.
If I didn’t plan to hunt dangerous game (minimum .375 calibers) and only wanted to travel with
one rifle, i.e., no spare, my first choice would be a .300 Win Mag. My second choice would be
something in 7mm Rem Mag. If I chose to take a second rifle for hunting other than larger plains
game, such as Eland or Kudu, I’d go with a .270, 7x57 or 7mm-08, and shoot nothing smaller
than good 140gr bullets. If I wanted a little more gun, I’d go with a .308 or .30-06., and shoot
165gr bullets in the .308 and 180gr with the ‘06.
The PH’s invitation letter will include the number of rounds the hunter should bring on safari.
Generally speaking, 40 rounds will be more than sufficient. The SAPS folks checking firearms
weren’t interested in checking my ammunition, even though I had declared it with my rifles.
The airlines limit ammunition, carried in a separate locked container not within the gun case, to a
maximum of 5 kg/11 pounds. Plan to gift unused ammunition to your PH and, if asked by SAPS
authorities, simply state that it was all fired. Giving unused ammunition to the PH should not be
considered part of a tip. Leaving unused ammunition with the PH avoids the additional baggage
fee SAA will charge for transporting ammunition and will probably come in handy when he’s
dealing with predators and pests. Either way, he’ll appreciate the ammo and you’ll save money
and paperwork on the trip home.

Hunting Season, Habitat, and Game –
South Africa is in the southern hemisphere. As such, their seasons are opposite ours; summer
months are Nov-Feb, and winter months are May-Aug. Generally speaking, their hunting season
runs from March through November, with Kudu in rut April through May. Hunters seriously
interested in Kudu tend to orient on the rutting months and competition for dates during that
period can be fierce. Although mature Kudu bulls are more solitary and less likely to congregate
with cows and young bulls outside the rutting months, they’re not scarce… just hard to find. If
you’re a hunter who values the stalk, truly wants to earn your trophy bull and are patient, Africa
will almost certainly reward your perseverance. Discuss your trophy goals with the PH and make
your intentions clear. My guidance was simple: “I don’t expect a record trophy but I’m not
interested in shooting just any Kudu. Form is at least as important to me as size. I’m interested in
the trophy you (the PH) would proudly hang on your wall… and if we don’t see something really
worth shooting, I’m okay with that too.”
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Hunting in the winter months can be challenging, particularly in the morning when temperatures
can be quite low. If considering a safari during winter months, plan to dress in layers that can be
easily shed after the sun and temperatures rise. Shoulder a light mesh-net backpack (available for
less than $15) to carry extra stuff – camera, batteries, SD Cards, insect repellent, extra socks, etc.
– or clothes you shed. Even in spring and autumn months, gloves are excellent travelling
companions, and will spare your hands from endless thorns. One advantage of winter hunting is
that you’re less likely to encounter biting insects or venomous reptiles, if that’s a concern. I
didn’t worry about it and never had a problem. On the other hand, there is much less cover to
conceal your advance from the countless ears and eyes that are always on alert for unnatural
movement or anything out of place. When startled, Springbok whistle, Kudu bark, and Cape
Buffalo snort; then everything starts running and you’re back to square one.

Strategy & Tactics –
Dwight Eisenhower once commented, “The plan is nothing. Planning is everything.” This is
particularly true of a hunting safari and, in this regard, your PH is the master planner. The strategy
& tactics he develops are the ways and means of getting what you came for – a trophy. Give him
your priorities and let him do the planning, with the understanding that your priorities are
probably not the way things are going to unfold. I was focused on Kudu, as most Africa hunters
would be, but I didn’t get a shot at a mature bull until the sixth day of our safari. In the meantime,
I didn’t spit in Africa’s eye when a worthy trophy shot presented itself. Nor did I hope for the
best, having learned the hard way that hope is a bad management tool. I was flexible in my
approach and had an alternate trophy list if things didn’t work out as planned. Eventually
everything came to me… and then some! Perseverance, coupled with patience and trust in your
PH’s ability and judgment, are the keys to an enjoyable and successful hunt.
The PH’s strategy will be based on your trophy priorities and number of safari days which, in
turn, will influence where you’ll hunt and when. Tactics will be developed by the PH, often onthe-fly, as he takes point to lead the stalk, taking advantage of terrain and vegetation for cover and
concealment as you close the distance, single file, to take the shot. The wild card in any stalk is
game – Blesbuck, Impala, Springbuck, Warthogs, Zebra, Geese, you name it – between you and
your intended quarry, and once they’re alerted you can wave goodbye to your trophy.
A well planned stalk always starts with an appreciation of wind direction, terrain and available
cover, and usually includes innumerable thorns. The stalk may involve a stealthy, highly
circuitous and time-consuming path to get within range without being detected; only to be ‘outed’
by other game lying down, out of sight. Count on this happening more than a few times and you
won’t be surprised or disappointed. Plan to walk a lot and forget about the time.

Taking the shot –
The first time you see African game in the wild, especially a herd, you’ll probably hear yourself
uttering an expletive! Most American hunters will be inclined to shoot at the first thing they see
that’s on their trophy list, only to hear the PH say, “He’s a young bull… not what we’re after.”
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And you’re standing there thinking, “Not what we’re after… you’ve got to be kidding me!” So
you slip the safety back on and get your adrenalin in check.
Eventually you get a feel for what’s a real trophy bull or ram, but in a herd it can be damn
challenging to size them up, especially if they’re moving. That’s where the PH and Tracker come
in and earn their money. These guys are amazing at quickly separating a ‘shooter’ from the
crowd; enabling you to put crosshairs on the right animal, right now. Once you’re in agreement
about what constitutes a shooter and it looks right, you’ll hear the PH whisper three magic words:
“Take the shot.” I swear, the angels sing when everything comes together… an amazing moment.
Like most American hunters east of the Mississippi, I’d seldom seen and never taken a shot
beyond 100 yards. The terrain and vegetation in the Appalachian Mountains, where I hunted with
my father, are not conducive to long shots. The first thing I noticed about hunting in Africa was
that I initially over-estimated the distance to game. This improved with time as I used a range
finder to check distances and got a feel for what 200, 300, 350, 400 yards look like to the unaided,
untrained eye. Once you develop your range estimation skills, you’ll have to decide what’s
realistic for your rifle and, more importantly, prudent for you.
My longest single shot was 364 yards on a mature Kudu bull. He went down after one bound and
never moved again. It was the Perfect Shot, and I have my PH to thank for making it possible.
The most difficult shot was unquestionably on a running Gemsbok, at about 180 yards. It was a
surprise encounter and I was on the sticks within seconds of the PH setting them up, but I
hesitated while trying to figure out the lead; pondering a math problem that went something like
this: he’s running about 20 MPH/30 feet per second, 180-yard muzzle-to-target fight time of
about 1/10 second, equals a lead of about 3 feet. As I’m going through the mental gymnastics, I
hear a voice say, “Take the shot… shoot!” When I squeezed the trigger, nothing happened and I
uttered, “Damn it,” realizing the safety was still on. I slipped the safety off, regained the sight
picture and squeezed the trigger again, expecting to see the animal down after the recoil. No such
luck. He was still running and I thought I’d missed, but the PH said he’d been hit just behind the
vitals. I reloaded and shot again but led a bit too much, seeing the round strike just in front of the
departing Gemsbok. I eventually recovered the animal, with the help of my very capable Tracker.
We found the Oryx lying under an acacia bush, unable to get up, and I finished what we’d started
30 minutes earlier.
A piece of advice: If you decide to pass on a particular trophy and hear the PH ask, “Do you mind
if I take the shot?” (for ‘his’ trophy wall, of course)… appreciate that you’ve had a temporary
lapse of sanity and a trophy like this is unlikely to come again anytime soon. Then beg, barrow,
or steal the trophy fee if necessary, and tell the PH, “On second thought, I think I’ll have a go.”
When you look back, you’ll thank your PH for the ‘wake-up’ call.

Hunting & Trophy Photographs –
Take a look at Africa hunting safari websites and you’ll see examples of some very good and very
poor trophy photographs. In most cases, those images were made by the PH/Outfitter for his
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website and are a reflection of their attention to detail. Time spent moving the animal to a better
location, even if only a short distance, positioning the head & horns for best effect, taking
advantage of available light, using ‘fill-flash’ where appropriate (almost always a good idea) and
clearing away distracting rocks, grass, leaves, limbs and debris, are the foundation of a good
picture. Since trophy photos cannot realistically be re-shot at a later time, a few minutes spent
‘prepping’ the ground and animal is time well spent.
Remember that some people who’ll see your photos are not themselves hunters, and although they
don’t object to hunting per se, they may not be comfortable with the sight of a blooded, dead
animal. Do yourself a favor and take a few moments to clean up your trophy and select a pose
that accentuates the positive and downplays the negative. Carry baby wipes or a towel & water
and you’ll be glad you did. It’s a small detail that offers a big payoff.
Appreciate that with adrenalin still flowing and the excitement of the hunt and shot fresh in
everyone’s mind, it’s easy to understand that people’s focus is probably not on shooting a good
picture. Slow down a little and really ‘look’ at what’s in the viewfinder. Don’t zoom in too
much. You can always crop-out unwanted background, but you can’t put someone’s head or legs
back in if they’re left out.
While the subject – hunter & trophy – are the primary focus of the picture, a ‘busy’ or backlit
background really detracts from what should have been a really nice picture of a memorable
moment in time. I have used Photoshop to remove unwanted background clutter but, in truth, it
would have been easier and faster to simply remove the clutter onsite or reposition the animal to a
better location. Terrain and vegetation add to the story… include it. Ultimately, we’re talking
about a little extra time for a photograph that you’ll have for the rest of your life. Time spent
getting a nice photo is an investment every bit as valuable as your choice of ammunition.
The stalk should be as memorable as squeezing the trigger, perhaps more so. If an observer is
accompanying you and your PH, encourage them to take photos that tell a story of the lead-up to
taking the shot. This does three things: captures the moment, puts things in perspective, and gets
them involved in your hunt. A picture is worth a thousand words, as they say, and, particularly in
the case of Africa, conveys what words cannot.
When buying storage media for your camera, consider choosing 4GB or 8GB SD cards rather
than larger 16GB or 32 GB cards. The advantages are threefold. First, smaller capacity cards are
less expensive. Second, their read/write speeds are faster, an advantage you’ll appreciate if
needed. Third, and perhaps most important, if you lose or damage a 4GB or 8GB card, you’ve
lost far fewer photos and that will more than justify the slight inconvenience of having to carry
and change cards during your safari, assuming you actually fill a 4GB/8GB card.

Taxidermy For most hunters their ultimate safari goal is a trophy or trophies on the wall. Deciding how and
where trophies will be completed involves many questions that should be carefully considered.
The good news is that you do, in fact, have time to make those decisions and options that make it
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easier and less expensive. You may not have actually considered where your trophy or trophies
will be displayed in your home, but the answer to that question has a direct bearing on how they
will be mounted and the pose chosen. My PH shot a record Water Buck in 2007 but his trophy’s
shoulder mount was not started and finished until 2015. As long as your trophy’s skull/horns and
skins are properly preserved and stored, you can delay final mounting indefinitely.
The first decision, assuming the hunter elects to proceed immediately, is Africa or America?
Each offers advantages and disadvantages, but regardless of the option chosen, your trophies will
not be on your wall for 9-11 months. Particularly with taxidermy, patience is a virtue.
African taxidermists are less expensive and have more experience with African game. Some of
them have extensive experience as wildlife photographers and naturalists, enabling them to better
capture the ‘nature’ of the animal. The major disadvantage is the cost associated with having
trophies finished in Africa, then shipped as air or sea freight, and those costs can be significant.
American taxidermists, with a few exceptions, have little or no experience with African game – a
potential drawback when crafting a manikin and life-like pose. While American taxidermists are
generally more expensive than their African counterparts, the cost of shipping finished trophies in
large custom-made wood crates is avoided. Cost-wise, Africa versus America is a toss-up.
If budget or decisions as to where and how a trophy will be displayed are an issue, a good
alternative is to have an African taxidermist “Dip & Pack” your skins, skulls/horns in preparation
for onward shipment to an American taxidermist of your choice. You then have the option of a
local taxidermist completing your trophy mount at some future date. You will have reduced
shipping costs, can see your mount(s) in progress, and more easily direct changes if desired.
Whether you have completed trophy mounts or dipped & packed skins, skulls/horns shipped from
Africa, their entry into the United States will involve a Customs Broker, acting on your behalf to
ensure importation paperwork is correct. Don’t try to do this yourself.
Bottom line: Nice things cost money, craftsmanship takes time, and the paperwork must be right.

Packing for Success –
Aside from firearms & ammunition, you’ll need a good pair of binoculars such as Vortex Viper
HD, Steiner, or Zeiss 10x42s, plus a harness that allows you to quickly sling the binoculars
overhead onto your back if crouching or low-crawling become necessary while stalking. You
may also want a good Range Finder (RF) but the PH will be calling range from his RF or RFBinos so it’s overkill in most cases. The good news is that laundry is done daily by lodge staff,
reducing the amount of clothing one must carry. There are as many clothing & equipment lists as
there are African Outfitters but the following items are all you’ll really need:




1 x Monster Bag w/wheels (available from BX/PX/Amazon.com in black or camo pattern)
1 x Lt. Wgt. net-mesh backpack (available from BX/PX/Academy Sports in black)
1 x Smart casual trousers or Jeans for travel and evenings around the bar or fire
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1 x Smart casual shirt or sweater for travel and evenings around the bar or fire
1 x Loafers or casual shoes for travel and evenings around the bar or fire
2 x Hats – one wide brim; one baseball cap in green or camo pattern
1 x Pr. Gloves - Timberland Men's Performance Fleece Glove with Touch Screen
Technology or similar, in Black; available through Amazon.com
1 x Lt. Wgt. cotton-polyester stretch balaclava/neck warmer – camo pattern
2 x Hiking boots, preferably with leather uppers and Vibram 1-piece, all-terrain soles
3 x Wool-blend hunting/boot socks
2 x Cargo pants – cotton-polyester/rip-stop weave (olive green or camo pattern)
2 x Hunting LS button-down shirts – cotton-polyester (dark/olive green or camo pattern)
2 x Hunting SS button-down shirts – cotton-polyester (dark/olive green or camo pattern)
2 x LS T-shirts in dark/olive green or camo pattern
2 x SS T-shirts in dark/olive green or camo pattern
1 x Polar fleece pullover or ¼ zip fleece shirt-jack in green or camo pattern
3 x Underwear (pants & T-shirts)
1 x Multipliers Tool – to remove thorns and cactus needles from boots, clothing, and self
1 x Cartridge case w/belt loop - Ruger makes an excellent 10-round leather case
1 x Digital and/or film camera, charger and spare batteries and several 4/8GB SD cards
1 x Electric 3-prong plug adapter (US-to-SA) - OREI Grounded Universal 2-in-1 Plug
Adapter Type M for South Africa & more - High Quality - CE Certified - RoHS
Compliant WP-M-GN; available through Amazon.com (see image below)
1 x Sewing kit w/extra buttons
1 x Extra boot/shoe laces, with 550 parachute cord as an excellent alternative
1 x Tube RTV silicone adhesive (Permetex brand in Gray, for impromptu repairs)
1 x First-Aid kit, Antibiotics, Epi-Pen (if allergic to insect stings, animals, etc.)
1 x Insect Repellant w/DEET and Sunscreen
1 x Permethrin insect repellant treatment (spray bottle)
1 x Cleaning kit – Hoppe’s No. 9, CLP spray, BoreSnake, Gun (oil-impregnated) Cloth

Last but not least… Gratuities –
There is always some question about what’s expected or fair when settling accounts and tipping
after the hunt. Europeans tend to tip very little or not at all, based on their perception that
gratuities are automatically included in the bill or unwarranted since Guides’ wages are much
higher in Europe. This is not the case in Africa. Americans, on the other hand, are accustomed to
tipping as an acknowledgement and appreciation of service above & beyond. For this reason,
among others, African outfitters and PHs probably appreciate and prefer Americans clients over
their European counterparts.
The tip amount obviously depends on the client’s satisfaction with the PH, Trackers, Skinners,
and Lodge Staff. For above average service and success in the field, a reasonable tip is 10% of
the total trophy fees, and some additional percentage is appropriate if the service was exceptional
and exceeded all expectations. In addition, it’s appropriate to offer a little more and ask the PH to
give a specific amount to an individual or individuals who, in your opinion, went the extra mile to
make your safari comfortable, enjoyable, and successful. This is particularly true of the Tracker
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whose skill was responsible for recovering a wounded animal that might otherwise have been lost,
but for which you are nevertheless expected to pay the trophy fee.
Remember that while you’re sitting around the fire after a sumptuous meal, enjoying a glass of
fine wine and regaling your adventure with fellow hunters or your PH, the Tracker/Skinner is
carefully and painstakingly preparing your trophy for the taxidermist. These guys are up early
and work hard, all day and often well into the night… give credit and tips where due.

Online Resources –













U.S. Customs & Border Protection: http://www.cbp.gov/
Safari Club International: http://www.scifirstforhunters.org/
Professional Hunter’s Association of South Africa (PHASA): http://www.phasa.co.za/
Sportsman’s Insurance Agency: http://www.siai.net/
Global Rescue: www.globalrescue.com/ 800-381-9754
B&B Taxidermy: http://www.bbtaxidermy.com/index.html
Legends Taxidermy: http://www.legendstaxidermy.com/
Animal Artistry Taxidermy: http://www.animalartistry.com/
Highveld Taxidermy: http://www.highveldtaxidermists.com/
Splitting Image Taxidermy: http://www.splittingimagetaxidermy.co.za/
Custom Safari Travel: www.customtravelafrica.com/ 800-7285301
Afton Guest House: http://www.gunsinternational.com/guns-for-saleonline/services/travel-services/afton-guest-house-johannesburg-southafrica.cfm?gun_id=100120274

<< You’ll need one of these to recharge your PEDs in South Africa!

Eastern Cape, with the Karoo Mountains inland between Cradock & Middelburg
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– River Bush Lodge, Kikuyu Reserve -
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– Braeside Lodge, Tarkastad Valley –
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– Rygersfontein Main Lodge, Karoo –
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– Rygersfontein Bush Lodge, Karoo –
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– Afton Guest House, Johannesburg –
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– The Stuff of Dreams –
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Parting Thoughts –
In ways unimagined, Africa touched and changed my life.
There are many reasons why traveling to Africa when I did might be considered by some as
unwise, perhaps even foolhardy – political uncertainty, social unrest, Ebola, the domestic and
world economies… the list goes on.
I hadn’t hunted big game since 1981 and had concerns about my shooting ability in the field, even
though I’d qualified ‘expert’ with a rifle many times over several decades. I had concerns about
my physical stamina and keeping up with the PH and Trackers, even though I’d worked hard in
the nine months prior to the safari to hone my fitness. I was concerned that my job or other
obligations would cancel my plans, costing me the one thing that even money cannot buy – Time.
I had doubts about the season and hunting dates I chose, even though I’d been assured by
knowledgeable people that I’d see plenty of game and not be dispapointed. I had doubts about
getting a trophy Kudu, appreciatng that better hunters than me – Robert Ruark among them – had
failed to do so on their first African safari. But in the end, I decided to live my dreams, not my
fears. For countless reasons, I’m glad I did.
In the quiet moments, I remember the sights and sounds of amazing lands, people, and wildlife.
And I know… I will return to Africa.

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
– Robert Frost –

A ton of ‘attitude’… looking at you like you owe him money.
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Africa… Wild things and open spaces!
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